Webroot SDK Legal Conditions
These Legal Conditions (“Agreement”) apply to certain security features of your Garanti application.
Your use of such features is subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, which is between
you and Webroot International Limited (“Webroot”). By using the Garanti application, you hereby agree
that you have read this Agreement and agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement.
Definitions. “Device” means Your mobile device running the Android or iOS operating system.
“Software” means: (i) the machine-readable Webroot software made available for use on the Device;
and (ii) any upgrades to the Software, which upgrades will be subject to the terms of this Agreement.
License. Webroot grants You a non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable license to install
and use the Software.
Restrictions. You will not: (i) reproduce, modify, create derivative works of, distribute, sublicense, or
transfer the Software; (ii) circumvent mechanisms in the Software intended to limit Your use of the
Software; or (iii) reverse engineer or attempt to derive the source code of the Software, except as
permitted by law.
Ownership. The Software is licensed, not sold. Webroot and its licensors have and retain all right, title,
and interest in the Software, and any modifications to or derivative works of the Software, including all
intellectual property rights therein.
Disclaimers. The Software is provided “AS IS” and Webroot and its licensors expressly disclaim all
representations and warranties of any kind with respect to the Software, including any warranty of noninfringement, title, fitness for a particular purpose, or merchantability, whether express, implied, or
statutory.
Limitation of Remedies. To the fullest extent permitted by law, in no event will Webroot or its licensors
be liable to you or to any third party for any lost profits, lost data, or any special, indirect, incidental,
punitive, or consequential damages of any kind, even if advised of the possibility of such loss or
damages. This Section will apply even if any limited remedy in this Agreement is found to have failed
of its essential purpose.

